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The bestselling guide, completely revised and updated, offeringpractical information and tips to help
every child with ADHDsucceed The ADD/ADHD Checklist helps parents and teachers tobetter
understand children and teenagers with attention problemsand provide the kind of support and
intervention that's crucial tokids' success. Presented in a concise, easy-to-read checklistformat, the
publication is filled with practical information and information ona wide range of topics, including what
we do and don't know aboutADHD, probable causes, critical elements for school success, themost
typically prescribed medications, what kids with ADHD needat home, effective behavioral strategies,
how exactly to help kids stayorganized, and advocating for an ADHD child.
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Great Information for Parents When our son was identified as having ADHD, we were surprised. He
made straight A's in school and was hardly ever a behavior problem. Very easy to find your area of
interest The checklist format of the book (really more like bullet points) makes it simple to find and
absorb the information you are interested in. Once he was diagnosed, we have a look at it His
doctors recommended this book. It had been an eye opening knowledge. poor concentration,
inconsistent, daydreaming. Great explanations & His messy room, which we believed was a lack of
desire to keep clean, was an indicator of the problem.. This book is Fine and readable enough
however the Barnum effect insures that you find any child within it's pages. I bought this right after
my child was diagnosed, and it was a great tool. Five Stars worth reading Five Stars Love it very
educational and thorough I LOVE this book.. I've read A great deal of books on this topic and I
came across this to be extremely user friendly.. Great tips to tell teachers. It has really helped us
understand the condition better. interventions for house and school! While he had not been a
behavioral issue, he did absence the organization skills needed as school became more difficult.
informative Only ADHD book so far that has helped with my child.. great book I have a 5 year aged
son who was simply just identified as having ADHD. Once you've read the book, the format is great
for future look-ups. And we grown-ups understand this under control, however in times of stress,
you see all the same childish behaviors appearing out of adults, too. Recommend this book. We
have been able to make some positive adjustments both at college and home. I'd definitely
recommend this publication. Not every kid is ADD regardless of what they say I have a kid who's
possibly ADD or perhaps just a kid. Great ideas I must say i liked this book since it provide succinct
information regarding ADHD and has you see things may very well not readily be familiar with.
Consider it with a grain of salt. He was the one who begged us to obtain him tested. We bought
many books about them but I believed this is the best. Right from the start, the book jumps into the
nebulous nature of Put/ADHD. These particular symptoms may be correlated with Put/ADHD.
Section 1, List 11) You get yourself a little freaked out scanning this book. It will be beneficial for
teachers and parents. or it may just be within the spectrum of normal child behavior. ADD/ADHD is
normally a multifaceted neurological problem, so while parents, teachers, guidance counselors, and
daycare employees may suspect a child has the condition, only excellent medical testing,
psychological assessment, coordination with the institution, and family counseling can accurately
diagnose the condition. Having that spelled out early in the publication is welcome information.. I
purchased this to get a better understanding of my son's ADHD. We have now spend less time
"blaming" and more time trying to provide our son the skills he needs to succeed. because *every*
kid is similar to this. They are, naturally, childish. Impulsive, inappropriate, wiggly. Get if you need help
with an ADHD kid.. Our son was in fact a classic ADHD child. It is straightforward, readable, well
organized and full of many useful facts.
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